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By etching a hole in the mirrors or by placing a scatterer in the center of a cavity, we can create
a sink for light. In a Bose-Einstein condensate of photons this sink results in the creation of a
so-called radial vortex, which is a two-dimensional analogue of a Schwarzschild black hole. We theo-
retically investigate the Hawking radiation and the associated greybody factor of this Schwarzschild
black hole. In particular, we determine the density-density and velocity-velocity correlation func-
tions of the Hawking radiation, which can be measured by observing the spatial correlations in the
fluctuations in the light emitted by the cavity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hawking found in 1974 that black holes radiate par-
ticles with a thermal spectrum [1], indicating that
black holes have a Hawking temperature consistent with
Bekenstein’s earlier ideas on black-hole entropy and
black-hole thermodynamics [2]. Calculating the black-
hole entropy from a microscopic theory has ever since
been an essential probe for candidates of quantum-
gravity theories [3]. The fact that the black-hole entropy
is proportional to an area instead of a volume led to the
formulation of the holographic principle [4] and to discus-
sions regarding the black-hole information paradox [5].
Due to the low Hawking temperatures of astronomical
black holes, Hawking radiation has not been observed
yet. To overcome this difficulty and to illuminate the
conceptual issues of Hawking radiation, Unruh proposed
a sonic analogue of a black-hole horizon [6]. Such a sonic
horizon is formed due to the incapability of sound waves
to escape from a region where the fluid is moving faster
than the speed of sound. Numerous theoretical proposals
for analogue black-hole horizons in different systems [7, 8]
are inspired by Unruh’s work. These contains proposals
for superfluid helium [9], atomic Bose-Einstein conden-
sates [10], light in dispersive media [11], a fluid in a shal-
low basin [12], electromagnetic waveguides [13], ultracold
fermions [14], trapped-ion rings [15], exciton-polariton
condensates [16], light in non-linear liquids [17], Weyl
semi-metals [18], and magnons [19, 20].
Experimental observations of different features of hori-
zons have been made in water [21], optical systems
[22, 23], atomic Bose-Einstein condensates [24], and
exciton-polariton condensates [25]. However, these ex-
perimental examples of analogue black-hole horizons are
focussed on systems with a one-dimensional flow pattern
that smoothly interpolates between a velocity below the
speed of sound to a finite velocity above the speed of
sound and thus do not contain a singular velocity pro-
file. In this paper we propose to create in Bose-Einstein
condensates of light [26] the analogue of a rotationally
symmetric Schwarzschild black hole. To do so requires
a velocity singularity, which we implement by a radial
FIG. 1. (Color online) We propose to etch a small hole in the
highly reflecting mirrors of the cavity. Light from the con-
densate leaks out from this hole, which induces a radial flow
velocity v0(r) ∝ −rˆ/r in the photon condensate towards the
hole. At some radius rH from the hole, the speed of this flow
will exceed the speed of sound in the condensate. This re-
sults in a sonic horizon (indicated by the black dashed circle),
from which Hawking radiation is emitted in the form of den-
sity fluctuations in the condensate. The light leaking from the
hole will be blocked in an image plane. Light escaping verti-
cally through the mirrors is sent through an additional lens,
such that the angle of light emission is imaged. Hawking ra-
diation in the condensate can then be observed by measuring
spatial correlations in the noise of this emission.
vortex. The latter is a special, i.e., nonrotating, case of a
draining bathtub vortex studied previously [27, 28]. As
a result, our rotationally symmetric analogue sheds light
on the properties close to the region of the singularity.
Our sonic black-hole analogue also contains a horizon.
Furthermore, the involved metric allows for an analytic
solution of the phase fluctuations that incorporates the
famous phase singularity at the horizon. Finally, we find
a nontrivial greybody factor which modifies the thermal
Bose spectrum of the Hawking radiation to a classical
Maxwell-Boltzmann spectrum.
To clarify our proposal we note from Fig. 1 that in
a radial vortex the superfluid velocity profile exactly re-
sembles the electric field of a (negative) unit charge. In
an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate such a radial vortex
is not a solution of the superfluid hydrodynamic equa-
tions inside the core and therefore not physically allowed.
The reason is that in this case particle number is con-
served. As all velocities are directed radially inward, a
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2sink of particles would be required in the core, which
would quickly deplete the condensate. In the case of a
photon condensate it is straightforward to create a sink
for photons in the center of the trap by simply fabricating
a hole in the cavity. Moreover, the loss of photons from
the cavity can be compensated by pumping of the active
medium in the cavity. The sink will thus not deplete
the condensate and the radial vortex is a steady-state
solution to the hydrodynamic equations of the photon
condensate. We therefore propose to create such a radial
vortex in a Bose-Einstein condensate of photons using an
appropriately fabricated cavity.
The most important property of a radial vortex is that
it is a Schwarzschild black-hole analogue and contains not
only a horizon but also a singular behavior of the met-
ric due to the singular velocity profile. Of course, a true
metric singularity is ultimately cut-off by the vortex core,
but we intend to study some of its effects by comparing
systems with different sizes of the etched hole in the cav-
ity. The horizon can be easily understood from the fact
that the superfluid velocity strongly increases inversely
proportional to the distance from the core, whereas the
speed of sound for density fluctuations in the light fluid
remains roughly constant as it is determined by the den-
sity of the photons. At a certain distance from the core
these two velocities therefore become equal, which im-
plies that fluctuations in the light intensity occurring
closer to the core can no longer escape to the region out-
side the horizon as they will always be swept away into
the sink in the core of the radial vortex.
As a consequence, the Schwarzschild black hole will
emit Hawking radiation. Its origin is due to the fact that
near the horizon the Bose-Einstein condensate of photons
can create a pair of phonons, i.e., two quanta of density
fluctuations, one moving through the horizon and ulti-
mately falling into the sink in the vortex core, and one
moving away from the horizon and escaping to large dis-
tances from the core where it contributes to the Hawking
radiation. The possible reflection of the latter phonon as
it moves through the light medium affects the frequency
spectrum of the Hawking radiation and leads to devia-
tions of the ideal black-body spectrum with the Hawk-
ing temperature. These deviations are described by the
greybody factor [12, 29], whose determination plays an
important role in the quantum physics of Schwarzschild
and other black-hole solutions in general relativity [30].
An important signature of the Hawking radiation is the
spatial correlations between the fluctuations in the light
intensity outside and inside the horizon. These correla-
tions in intensity can be measured by imaging the light
escaping from the cavity on a sensitive CCD camera and
subsequently calculating autocorrelation functions of the
fluctuations in those images. Specifically for this exper-
iment, as illustrated in Fig. 1, we propose to collect the
light from the cavity using an objective lens. Using a sec-
ond lens, we create an intermediate image plane to block
the light escaping from the leak in the cavity. The re-
maining light is thus light that leaked through the cavity
mirror. Using a third lens, this light is collimated to im-
age the angular distribution of the light leaking through
the mirrors. Interestingly, such a correlation measure-
ment can never be performed for a true astronomical
black hole, where it is impossible to look behind the hori-
zon. In our set-up this problem is avoided because the
Bose-Einstein condensate is quasi two dimensional and
the light needed for the correlation measurements escapes
out of the plane of the cavity.
II. SCHWARZSCHILD BLACK HOLE IN
BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATES
We introduce the sound velocity c ≡√gn0/m and the
correlation (or healing) length ξ ≡ ~/mc, where n0 is the
condensate density, m is the effective mass of the photon
gas due to the cavity confinement and g is the strength of
the effective contact interaction. Then the radial-vortex
has the following velocity profile
v0(r) = −~c0
mr
rˆ = −ξcc0
r
rˆ, (1)
with c0 > 0 a constant, and rˆ the unit vector in the radial
direction. To show that this represents a Schwarzschild
black-hole analogue in a two-dimensional Bose-Einstein
condensate of light, we introduce dimensionless variables
r → ξr and t → ξt/c, and use these dimensionless vari-
ables in the following discussions. From the hydrodynam-
ical equations of a Bose-Einstein condensate [31, 32], we
obtain the equation of motion for the phase fluctuations{
∇2 −
(
∂t − c0
r
rˆ · ∇
)2}
δθ(r, t) = 0. (2)
This can be rewritten as a wave equation in a curved
spacetime
∇µ∇µδθ(r, t) ≡ 1√−g ∂µ
√−ggµν∂νδθ(r, t) = 0, (3)
where the spacetime metric gµν in cylindrical coordinates
(r, ϕ) is given by [33]
ds2 = −
(
1− c
2
0
r2
)
dt2 + 2
c0
r
drdt+ dr2 + r2dϕ2. (4)
In order to diagonalize the metric, we apply the coordi-
nate transformation dτ = dt− c0dr/r(1− c20/r2) and the
metric becomes
ds2 = −f(r)dτ2 + f(r)−1dr2 + r2dϕ2, (5)
with the warp factor f(r) = 1 − c20/r2. This warp fac-
tor is identical to that of a Schwarzschild black hole in
4 + 1 spacetime dimensions with a mass parameter pro-
portional to c20. The horizon is at rH = c0 and the Hawk-
ing temperature is TH = df(r)/dr|r=rH/4pi = 1/2pic0.
Note that the radial vortex exists in a spatially two-
dimensional BEC and that we have now found that its
effective metric equals the one of a Schwarzschild black
3hole in 4+1 spacetime dimensions. This is a consequence
of the fact that the metric of an acoustic black hole does
not obey Einsteins equations of General Relativity, but is
determined by hydrodynamics. Indeed, Einsteins equa-
tions do not even allow for a black-hole solution in 2 + 1
spacetime dimensions in the absence of a cosmological
constant. The most important characterizations of the
metric, and hence the name of the analogue black hole,
are therefore the rotational symmetry and the form of
the warp factor, that describes the spacetime curvature
in the radial and time directions.
Quantization of the phase fluctuations is achieved by
expanding in a basis of eigenfunctions ψm(ω, r)e
imϕ−iωτ
of the wave equation in Eq. (3), i.e.,
δθˆ(r, ϕ, τ)=
∫ ∞
0
dω
∞∑
m=−∞
{
e−iωτeimϕψm(r, ω)aˆmR(ω)
+e−iωτeimϕψ∗m(r, ω)aˆmL(ω) + c.c.
}
, (6)
where we defined for each angular momentum m the
right-moving and left-moving operators, aˆmR(ω) and
aˆmL(ω) respectively, which satisfy the commutation re-
lations [aˆmR(L)(ω), aˆ
†
m′R(L)(ω
′)]− = δ(ω − ω′)δmm′ .
III. HAWKING RADIATION AND GREYBODY
FACTORS
In order to discuss the Hawking radiation in our set-up,
we define two bases of wave functions. The ‘out’ basis is
defined by requiring only out-going waves as the radius
approaches infinity, and the ‘in’ basis is defined by having
only out-going waves at the horizon. Fig. 2 illustrates the
flux composition of the ‘out’ and ‘in’ basis wave functions.
In what follows, the ‘in’ basis is needed to define the
vacuum state of the black hole that contains no infalling
phonons at infinity, whereas the ‘out’ basis measures the
outgoing flux of phonons in that state, which constitutes
the Hawking radiation.
For angular momentum m = 0, the analytical solution
of Eq. (3) is
ψ0(r, ω) = N
{
c1I−ic0ω(iω
√
r2 − c20).
+ c2Iic0ω(iω
√
r2 − c20)
}
for r > c0, (7a)
ψ0(r, ω) = N e−pic0ω/2
{
c1e
pic0ωI−ic0ω(ω
√
c20 − r2)
+ c2Iic0ω(ω
√
c20 − r2)
}
, for r < c0, (7b)
where the normalization N = 1/√4pin0(e2pic0ω − 1) fol-
lows from the commutation relations of the phase and
density operators, and Iα(z) is the modified Bessel func-
tion. Note that near the horizon I∓ic0ω(ω
√
c20 − r2) ∝
e∓iωc0 ln(r−c0)/2, which incorporates the well-known
FIG. 2. (Color online) The flux composition of the ‘out’
and ‘in’ basis wave functions of the analog Hawking effect.
The ‘out’ basis wave functions contain only outgoing flux at
r → ∞, whereas the ‘in’ basis wave functions contains only
outgoing flux at the horizon located at the dimensionless ra-
dius r = c0. The blue dashed curve illustrates the effective
potential Vm(r) = (1 − c20/r2)(5c20/4r2 + m2 − 1/4)/r2 for
c0 = 1 and m = 0. Note the tunneling barrier in this po-
tential just outside the black hole, which causes the sharp
reduction of the greybody factors at low frequencies shown in
Fig. 3. The dotted, vertical black line indicates the location
of the horizon.
phase singularity that is the trademark of a horizon.
The solution explicitly satisfies the continuity equation
for the photon density at the horizon. For the ‘out’ basis
wave function ψout0 (r, ω), the coefficients are c
out
1 = −1,
cout2 = e
2pic0ω. And for the ‘in’ basis wave function
ψin0 (r, ω), c
in
1 = 0, c
in
2 = e
pic0ω
√
e2pic0ω − 1.
By investigating the Bogoliubov transformation from
the ‘in’ basis to the ‘out’ basis, we can obtain the Bo-
goliubov coefficients and the Hawking radiation. We find
that ψout0 (r, ω) = u0(ω)ψ
in
0 (r, ω) − v0(ω)ψin0 ∗(r, ω), with
|v0(ω)|2 ≡ |u0(ω)|2 − 1 = 1/(e2pic0ω − 1). Hence, the
Bogoliubov transformation for m = 0 is given by
aˆout0R(L)(ω) = u0(ω)aˆ
in
0R(L)(ω) + v0(ω)aˆ
in†
0R(L)(ω). (8)
Defining the ‘in’ vacuum state by the requirement
aˆinmR(L)|0〉in = 0, we thus have in〈0|aˆout†mR(L)aˆoutmR(L)|0〉in =
|v0(ω)|2 = 1/(eω/TH − 1), which is the Hawking effect.
Another interesting aspect associated to the Hawking
radiation is the greybody factor, which can be under-
stood by introducing the tortoise coordinate
r∗ = r − c0
2
ln
∣∣∣∣r + c0r − c0
∣∣∣∣, (9)
to transform the wave equation to a Schro¨dinger equa-
tion with an effective potential Vm(r
∗(r)) as shown in
Fig. 2 [12, 28]. The wave propagating from the horizon
to infinity is scattered by the effective potential outside
the horizon. For m = 0, we obtain the greybody factor
γ0(ω) = 1− e−ω/TH analytically from the Sout-matrix of
Eq. (7a), which is given by the ratio between the out-
going flux at infinity and at the horizon. In general, the
4FIG. 3. (Color online) The (from left to right) red, blue,
green, and purple curves show the greybody factor γm as a
function of ω/TH for |m| = 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively.
total number of emitted particles is
N =
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
2pi
∑
m γm(ω)
eω/TH − 1 ≡
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
2pi
ρH(ω) ,(10)
where for m 6= 0 we determine the greybody factors
numerically as shown in Fig. 3. Note that at low fre-
quencies the spectrum is dominated by m = 0 and
ρH(ω) ' e−ω/TH , so the quantum Bose spectrum has
changed into the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann spectrum.
This is an interesting effect of the nontrivial effective po-
tential resulting from the curvature of the spacetime.
IV. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
To show that the Hawking radiation is a result from
entangled phonon pairs created near the horizon [1], we
need to study the correlation functions of the light fluc-
tuations in the Bose-Einstein condensate [8, 34–36]. We
therefore define the conserved photon current density
Jˆµ(r, τ) ≡ gµν∂νδθˆ(r, τ) = ∇µδθˆ(r, τ) and obtain for the
current-current correlation function
Πµν(r, r′; τ − τ ′) ≡ in〈0|Jˆµ(r, τ)Jˆν(r′, τ ′)|0〉in
=
∫ ∞
0
dω
∞∑
m=−∞
χc(ω)
(
1
eω/TH − 1 +
1
2
)
× (11)
∇µ{ψoutm (r, ω)eimϕ−iωτ}∇ν{ψoutm ∗(r′, ω)e−imϕ
′+iωτ ′},
which due to Eq. (3) satisfies the desired Ward identity
∇µΠµν(r, r′; τ − τ ′) = 0 for all ultra-violet cut-off func-
tions χc(ω).
In particular, Πττ (r, r′; τ − τ ′) is the density-density
correlation function and Πrr(r, r′; τ − τ ′) is the (radial)
velocity-velocity correlation function. As can be seen
explicitly in Eq.(11), the correlation functions contain
a thermal-like part that is proportional to the Bose-
Einstein distribution function. It turns out that this
contribution is negligible for c0 = O(1). In the following,
we therefore focus on the remaining, “quantum” part of
the correlation functions. Furthermore, we note that to
determine the density-density and velocity-velocity cor-
relation functions that can be measured in an experi-
ment, we need to perform a coordinate transformation
from τ back to the physical time t. Our final results
for the angular-averaged quantum parts are obtained in
this manner and are shown in Fig. 4. Our quantum the-
FIG. 4. (Color online) Color plot of a) the quantum part of
the density-density correlation function Πtt(r, r′; ∆tc) × 103
and b) the quantum part of the velocity-velocity correlation
function Πrr(r, r′; ∆tc), both for angular momentum m = 0
and c0 = 2. We chose ∆tc = −300, which is sufficiently
large to be in the hydrodynamic regime. The black solid
curve (second line from the left) corresponds to the expected
peak position in the ray approximation for the dimensionless
radii r < c0 and r
′ > c0. The blue solid curve (second line
from the right) corresponds to the expected peak position in
the ray approximation for r > c0 and r
′ > c0. The black
dashed curves (first and third line from the left) and green
dashed curves (first and third line from the right) show the
secondary peaks of the correlation functions, which have the
opposite sign of the corresponding primary peaks. In a) the
left (right) primary peak is negative (positive), whereas in
b) both primary peaks are positive. Note that the density-
density correlation function is singular near the horizon, but
in such a narrow region that it is not visible here.
5ory for the phase fluctuations is valid in the hydrody-
namic regime, which in our dimensionless units implies
ω  1. To remain in this regime we should consider the
long-wavelength limit of the correlation functions, i.e.,
|∆τ |/2pi ≡ |τ − τ ′|/2pi  1. Doing so indeed makes the
correlation functions essentially independent of the cut-
off function χc(ω) in Eq. (11), except near the dominant
correlation lines in the (r, r′) plane, whose locations are
however universal as we show shortly. In our results we
have used the cut-off function χc(ω) = 1/(1 +ω
4) that is
appropriate for a point interaction between the photons
[37, 38], but this may need reconsideration once the de-
tails of the gain material in the experimental set-up are
better known.
The location of the dominant correlation lines can be
easily understood in the ray approximation for phonons
moving in the spacetime metric in Eq. (4). Requiring
ds2 = 0, we obtain dt = dr/(1−c0/r). Consequently, the
phonons of a Hawking pair emitted from the horizon ar-
rive at the positions r and r′ with a time difference equal
to ∆t(r)−∆t(r′), where ∆t(r) ≡ r+ c0 ln |r/c0− 1|. For
a time delay ∆tc in the correlation function the expected
location of the dominant correlation line is therefore de-
termined by ∆t(r) − ∆t(r′) = ∆tc, which turns out to
be in excellent agreement with our numerical results in
Fig. 4.. The secondary correlation lines are due to the
wave nature of the phonons and are caused by an over-
shoot in the destructive interference of the wave functions
ψout0 (r, ω) in the integral over frequencies involved in the
correlation functions.
V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We have discussed the properties of a radial vor-
tex in a Bose-Einstein condensate of light, which is a
Schwarzschild black-hole analogue. The Hawking radia-
tion emitted by this analogue black hole consists of en-
tangled phonon pairs in the light fluid that may have in-
teresting applications for new light sources with unusual
correlation properties.
Throughout this paper we have assumed that the hy-
drodynamic regime holds, which allowed us to write down
the effective metric in Eq. (5). At short distances from
the horizon, this approximation may break down and
so-called trans-planckian physics may start playing an
important role. This is signaled by the fact that for
a nonzero frequency ω the wave functions in Eqs. (7a)
and (7b) oscillate ever more rapidly as the horizon is
approached. The inclusion of trans-planckian physics
ensures regularity of the solution by effectively provid-
ing an ultraviolet momentum cut-off at the horizon. For
our particular case, however, this does not affect our re-
sults significantly, provided that we work at an energy
ωc0  1. One way to understand this is that for ω = 0
there is no phase singularity and trans-planckian effects
are absent. Physically, this implies that this is also the
case for ωc0  1, since the wave functions depend on
ωc0. More mathematically, we can perform a transfor-
mation of the wave function such that the wave equation
becomes a Schro¨dinger equation with an effective poten-
tial Veff(r) that diverges as −(1 + (ωc0)2)/4(r− c0)2 near
the horizon. Due to trans-planckian physics the diver-
gence proportional to (ωc0)
2 is cut off. However, when
ωc0  1 the resulting change in the effective potential
does not lead to any backscattering and so does not
affect the coefficients of the Bogoliubov transformation
that determine the Hawking spectrum and the greybody
factors. As we are especially interested in the regime
ωc0 . c0TH = 1/2pi the above condition is fulfilled and
we indeed do not expect any significant corrections due to
trans-planckian physics. (See for instance also Ref. [39]
that comes to the same conclusion by a different anal-
ysis.) Note that this argument would not apply for a
system that is described by an effective potential with a
frequency-dependent dominant divergence.
In the future we also want to explore current-current
correlation functions that are not angularly averaged, be-
cause of recent proposals of angular correlations in the
Hawking radiation emitted at angle ϕ and ϕ+ pi due to
the presence of a singularity in the center of the black
hole [40]. This is beyond the scope of the present paper
where we have focused on analytical results that most
clearly demonstrate the physics of the radial vortex.
Finally, we believe that Bose-Einstein condensates of
light in a semiconductor microcavity may be particularly
promising experimentally [41]. The existing dye-based
set-ups [26] appear not to have sufficiently strong inter-
actions [42]. That is, to be in the hydrodynamic regime,
where the Bose-Einstein condensate of photons allows for
a fluid description and all relevant energy and length
scales for our proposal are set by the chemical poten-
tial gn0, the chemical potential needs to be much larger
than the energy splitting of the external trap. Experi-
mentally, the external trap is due to the curvature of the
cavity mirrors. Hence, instead of trying to tune the in-
teraction strength, it may be more convenient to simply
reduce the energy splitting by using cavity mirrors with a
smaller curvature. Note that the above condition for the
validity of the hydrodynamic approximation also makes
sure that the radius of the black-hole horizon rH = c0 is
much smaller than the size of the light condensate, as is
clearly required.
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